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Introduction to IOP



About IOP Publishing
• The wholly-owned for-profit publishing 

subsidiary of the Institute of Physics
• A society publisher embedded in the 

community we serve
• Mission: to deliver impact, recognition and 

value to the scientific community
• Over 300 staff worldwide (HQ in Bristol, UK)
• Provides high-quality publishing services to the 

global scientific community
• Publisher of 75 physical science journals
• eBooks programme
• Award-winning science journalism (including 

Physics World)
• iopscience.iop.org



IOP around the world



IOP Publishing: Journals 



IOP Publishing: eBooks



IOP Publishing: award-winning science journalism



Why publish at all ?



Why publish at all?

• To share your knowledge (take field forward)
• To validate your research
• To help your career and reputation
• Publishing a paper in a peer-reviewed reputable academic journal 

is the universal way in which scientists communicate their research

“Connaître, découvrir, communiquer—telle est, au fond, notre honorable 
destinée”

“To get to know, to discover, to publish—this is the destiny of a scientist”

— François Arago, French physicist and astronomer 
From 'De L’Utiliteé des Pensions', Œuvres complètes de François Arago (1855), Vol. 3, 621.



Choosing Your Journal



Deciding on the right journal for your paper
• Decide your first-choice journal and check with your 

supervisor before even writing your paper!

• Considerations: 
• Audience (peers): board or specific in scope
• Scope/relevance
• Reputation
• Quality criteria
• Impact/visibility 
• Speed of peer review and publication
• Likelihood of acceptance
• Open access or subscription model
• Costs (pages/figures/APCs etc.)

• Author Support Guide:  
https://publishingsupport.iopscience.iop.org/author
ing-for-journals/



What we look for in your paper?

1. Report original science and add significantly to research already published

2. Are of interest to the community

3. Are scientifically rigorous

4. Have sound motivation and purpose

5. Have not been published previously in the peer reviewed literature, which are 
not under consideration for publication in any other peer reviewed journal or book 
available through a library or by purchase

6. Comply with our preprint pre-publication policy 

7. Comply with our ethical policy.

Check with your supervisors! 



Start submission:

• Step 1: Article info (article type, abstract <300 words, section/special issues 
• Step 2:  Keywords: 3-7 words, complete one words and click on add for the next
• Step 3: Author details (including co-authors), search co-author’s email and then 

add (create new one if it was not in the journal’s database), and ORCID ID need to 
be created if you do not have one

• Step 4: Referee suggestions: preferred and not preferred including affiliations and 
emails info 

• Step 5: Cover letter – text box and optional, Funders – required, search and add, 
OA – default setting is ‘no’?, Pay to have figures printed in color?, Permissions of 
previously published work, Ethical policy, Accepted Manuscript – default setting is 
‘yes’ 

• Step 6: New submission - Upload one PDF which contains everything, you can also 
upload from arXiv, Upload permissions for re-use figures – required, 
Supplementary materials is optional, Video files in animated GIF, AVI, MPG 
formats



IOP’s submission requirements

• IOP aims to make the submission process as simple as possible for authors:
• Use a reasonable font size (at least 10 point) and line spacing. No need to 

include line numbers. Embed figures and tables within the text for 
reviewers

• No need to make it the same as articles in the journal 
• Latex template provided: 

https://publishingsupport.iopscience.iop.org/authoring-for-journals/ 
• Any relevant supplementary data allowed
• Any received permissions
• Can upload a file direct from the arXiv
• PDF only submission. Source files (TeX/Word) only required after revision
• Length and references follow journal’s style

• Full information for submission of IOP owned journals: 
https://publishingsupport.iopscience.iop.org/authoring-for-journals/ 
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IOP’s submission process



IOP’s submission process – ORCIID ID required!



IOP’s submission process – Log in and click on ‘Authors’



IOP’s submission process – Begin new submission



IOP’s submission process – Choose article type



Writing Your Paper



Writing Your Paper

• Before you start: 
• Assess your main results – are they novel 

and important enough? Do they fill a gap 
in the research?

• Consider what your choice of journal 
requires

• Decide on the key message of your paper
• Prepare an outline/structure: headings, 

topics, context, significance



• Structure should include:
• Title 
• Abstract
• Introduction
• Methods
• Results
• Discussion
• Conclusion
• Acknowledgments
• References
• Figures

• Optional extra:
• Supplementary material

Writing Your Paper



• Get feedback and comments on your 
paper before submission
• Your supervisor
• Other colleagues
• Internal review

• Make changes following their input
• Get help from a fluent English speaker if 

you need it

Writing Your Paper



IOP’s

Tips for successfully writing up your research



1. Check the literature for similar results in your field

2. Use references that show context of your work and why it is new and 
significant 

3. Decide whether you are  writing for a specialist or non-specialist audience 
(your paper must be easy for that audience to understand)

4. Choose which journal you want to publish in before writing your paper

5. Spend a lot of time on your title and abstract – this will be what most 
people will see first. And judge your work on!

Do…



6. Keep abbreviations or technical terms to a minimum or clearly define 
them at first use

7. Avoid speculation, exaggeration or anecdotes – keep to the facts and 
clearly state your conclusions

8. Keep it clear and concise – even when there are no word limits – and use 
your own words

9. Allow plenty of time for rewriting 

10. Get feedback from colleagues before submitting your article

Do…



Peer Review Process



Peer review process: In house editor 



Peer review:  ‘Pre-refereeing’

• The IOP editorial team review all submissions first – usually takes a week
• Check for scope, quality of content and novelty (incremental?) 
• Use                          to detect plagiarism or duplication
• Consult the journal’s Editorial Board if necessary
• If the paper is not suitable it will be rejected (or a transfer offered) at this 

stage
• Otherwise it will be sent to referees



Peer review process

• Referees are chosen based on:

• Subject expertise
• Independence
• Availability
• Reliability (previous record)

• Authors don’t know who the referee is
• Referee knows who the author is                            Single blind 
• Double-blind option for our Express titles



Peer review process: make 1st decision 

• Normally require at least two referee reports (Adjudicator consulted if the two 
referees disagree) – typically takes 30 working days

• IOP referees are asked to rate Scientific rigour, Novelty and Significance 
• Decision is made by the IOP editorial team based on the referee reports
• Often ask authors for revisions based on the referees’ comments/requests
Decisions: 
• 1) Moderate revision, Major revision -> revise
• 2) Rejected but may resubmit -> substantial change and resubmit
• 3) Reject: not in scope/overlap/unscientific/poor English, straight reject -> 

suggested not to submit to the journal again unless reviewers’ concerns are 
addressed, please choose another journal if you wish to maintain current content 

• Reject and transfer -> recommend to another journal, reviewing reports 
transferred along manuscript 

Wish to appeal? 
Contact journal editor and we will find a board member to decide!



Peer review: responding to referees’ comments

• Read each referee’s report  and respond to each and every comment specifically
• Keep a list of all the changes made (or the changes highlighted in the manuscript) 

and a point-by-point response to each referee comment (even if you disagree), If 
you disagree with the referees, clearly (and politely!) explain why - copy each 
referee comment into a separate document and add a response below each 
comment (and refer to the manuscript line numbers when referring to changes in 
the main text)

Files for re-submission:
• One PDF of revised manuscript, with the changes highlighted if possible (deleting 

the original version)
• Point-by-point response
• The latest set of source files, e.g. TeX/LaTeX files or a single Word file (which 

includes figure/table captions) and individual figure files, zip files are okay.
• Permissions for new figures etc



• You will receive an acceptance letter - congratulations!

• Check if the journal needs you to do anything now; you may need to:
• Sign copyright form (assigns copyright to the publisher)
• Provide proof of permissions for reproduced figures
• Upload the source files (TeX/Word) for your manuscript

What if your paper is accepted?

ACCEPTED



Post-acceptance



• Your Accepted Manuscript will be made available online within 24 
hours of acceptance

• So you can promote your work to your peers as soon as it is accepted 
(email, social media etc)!

• An earlier opportunity for your research to be read and cited

What happens after acceptance?



• Your paper will be edited to meet the format of the journal (usually 
including an edit for English)

• You will be asked to carefully check the proof of your paper

• This is your last chance to make any (minor) corrections!

• Your corrections will be made and the paper published online

• You will be informed and sent a link to your published paper

• Print publication will follow some time later

Proof stage



Post publication: Impact and visibility



@JPhysD

Promoting your published work



https://publishingsupport.iopscience.iop.org/authoring-for-journals/



Contact 

Submission questions: Journal mailbox
Journal@iop.org  e.g., Nano@iop.org 

IOP China office:
China@iop.org

Baihua Wang
Baihua.wang@iop.org


